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ABSTRACT 3 

This masterclass takes a multidimensional approach to movement assessment in clinical 4 

practice. It seeks to provide innovative views on both emerging and more established 5 

methods of assessing movement within the world of movement health, injury prevention and 6 

rehabilitation. A historical perspective of the value and complexity of human movement, the 7 

role of a physical therapist in function of movement health evaluation across the entire 8 

lifespan and a critical appraisal of the current evidence-based approach to identify individual 9 

relevant movement patterns is presented. To assist a physical therapist in their role as a 10 

movement system specialist, a clinical-oriented overview of current movement-based 11 

approaches is proposed within this multidimensional perspective to facilitate the translation of 12 

science into practice and vice versa. A Movement Evaluation Model is presented and 13 

focuses on the measurable movement outcome of resultants on numerous interactions of 14 

individual, environmental and task constraints. The model blends the analysis of preferred 15 

movement strategies with a battery of cognitive movement control tests to assist clinical 16 

judgement as to how to optimize movement health across an individual lifespan. 17 
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INTRODUCTION: THE VALUE OF MOVEMENT 20 

Movement is everywhere in human life and is rated as critical to a person’s ability to 21 

participate in society.3 “Movement is life”, as stated by the “father” of Western medicine, 22 

Hippocrates, neatly captures what movement allows, a statement succinctly revealing 23 

movement’s necessity. Movement offers a means of interaction with the world, facilitating 24 

each action, from the artist’s brushstroke to the sprinter’s world record. The importance of 25 

movement in the maintenance of both health and quality of life has been highlighted,6,47,109 26 

hereby further elevating movement’s value. An absence or decrease of human movement, 27 

manifesting as physical inactivity, is currently identified as the fourth leading risk factor for 28 

mortality, globally.144 29 

Any exploration of the value of movement will typically encounter both its richness and 30 

complexity. The dynamic systems theory is respectful of such complexity as it considers how 31 

any observed movement pattern is an overt result of innumerable and often latent 32 

contributing and interactive components.19,54,86,139 For each individual, the multifactorial 33 

influences on movement can be summarized by the complex interaction of factors related to 34 

the individual itself (organismic constraints), the task being performed (task constraints), and 35 

the environment or context in which it is performed (environmental constraints) (Figure 36 

1).19,54,86,139 Some examples of the multiple interactive factors influencing the 37 

individual,5,13,20,40,44,48,52,56,64,101,117,124-125,131 task119,135,141 and environment1,10,12,21,27,55,65,70,121,126 38 

are listed in Table 1. In ideal circumstances, the human movement system has the ability to 39 

spontaneously reorganize movement coordinative strategies in a variety of ways to adapt to 40 

the constantly changing task and environmental constraints (functional variability).19,139 41 

The reorganization of movement coordinative strategies can be viewed in the short  and long 42 

term. Short-term changes in movement coordinative strategies may occur, for example, due 43 

to the presence of fatigue.116 For example, a 60 minutes running protocol, simulating an 44 

Australian football game, induced significantly increased knee flexion angles at initial contact 45 

and increased internal knee extension moments during sidestepping compared to pre-fatigue 46 
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states.117 In the long term, previous injury has been associated with differences in 47 

biomechanical measures. For example, in a systematic review, Gokeler et al40 found that gait 48 

was altered in the sagittal, frontal and transversal planes years after anterior cruciate 49 

ligament reconstruction. In addition, an increased risk to develop tibiofemoral and 50 

patellofemoral joint osteoarthritis has been reported,18 which can affect knee symptoms, 51 

function and quality of life 10-20 years after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction.93,111 52 

Changes in movement coordinative strategies may persist, subsequently interfering with the 53 

ability to participate in sports activities later in life.43,81-82,108 A drastic decrease in physical 54 

activity as a result from an acute injury or chronic pain may predispose a person to fall into a 55 

negative continuum of physical and psychological disability.82,130 Therefore, the value of 56 

movement for an individual is not limited to a specific point in time, but should be considered 57 

across the continuum of an entire lifespan. For example, it is now recognized that childhood 58 

offers a unique opportunity to facilitate the development of fundamental movement skills and 59 

neuromusculoskeletal movement health, which are essential to prepare youth for a lifetime of 60 

health-enhancing physical activity.81 Unfortunately, the technology-driven environments and 61 

sedentary lifestyles which children are currently confronted with in Western society, may lead 62 

to decreased motor skill potential later in life,81 alongside many other negative consequences 63 

of physical inactivity. The value of movement and the factors seen to influence movement 64 

coordination strategies are also being recognized by the older population in a desire to 65 

support both participation and maintain health.6,109 This consideration across the entirety of a 66 

person’s life introduces the concept of a movement lifespan. Exploration of the multiple 67 

factors influencing movement across this broad epoch demonstrates the importance of 68 

considering the influence of the three levels of constraints on short- and long-term changes 69 

in movement coordination strategies across each individual’s lifespan. 70 

The recognition of movement’s value to participation and wider health highlights the need to 71 

investigate the means of maintaining the health of movement itself. Movement health has 72 

been defined as a “state in which individuals are not only injury free, but possess choice in 73 
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their movement outcomes”.72 This “choice” in movement encompasses not only what 74 

movement is performed, as individuals interact and engage with their world, but also how it is 75 

performed, as they employ differing movement strategies to achieve their desired goals in 76 

both the short and long term. Movement health is something we should enjoy throughout our 77 

life, an element extending across the human lifespan, positively contributing to each 78 

individual’s quality of life. In light of this perceived value, therapists should try to preserve or 79 

restore the characteristics contributing to the health of movement. However, movement 80 

coordination strategies and resulting movement patterns are influenced by multiple dynamic 81 

and interactive factors. The clinical intervention picture may be complex and must take into 82 

account a large number of relevant constraints. Even though equally important, this paper 83 

does not focus upon individual constraints such as pain, strength, mobility or fatigue, but 84 

considers means of evaluating movement, presented here as the overt outcome of multiple 85 

and complex interactions between individual, task and environmental constraints. Finally, we 86 

will propose a novel movement evaluation model within a multidimensional clinical 87 

perspective. 88 

 89 

FROM PATHOKINESIOLOGY TO KINESIOPATHOLOGY 90 

Certain characteristics of movement may alter in the presence of injury and pain.52 This study 91 

of “abnormal” movement resulting from pathology is typically referred to as the 92 

pathokinesiological model.113-114 Within this model, the diagnostic process is mainly based on 93 

the identification of the patho-anatomic structure generating pain or pathology (e.g. M. 94 

supraspinatus tendinopathy or a herniated disc). From a historical point of view, this is a 95 

longstanding approach, and is currently still prevalent. However, several limitations have 96 

been acknowledged when exclusively employing  this model.66 A patho-anatomic diagnostic 97 

label such as “rotator cuff disease” or “patellofemoral pain syndrome” is often very broad, 98 

ambiguous and non-specific. Different individuals with the same patho-anatomic diagnostic 99 

label may possess non-comparable, and highly discrete variations within their clinical 100 
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presentations, while the same clinical presentation can be generated by a variety of other 101 

patho-anatomic structures. Diagnostic labels based on tissue-specific pathology often fail to 102 

accurately direct clinical decision-making.15 Therefore, a patho-anatomical diagnosis may not 103 

always be helpful or perhaps even misdirect physical therapists’ clinical judgement and 104 

cause them to deliver inadequate or ineffective interventions. The underlying phenomena 105 

eliciting the pain or injury are not specifically identified. The patho-anatomical diagnosis has 106 

led to the prevalence of using “protocols” to treat the same patho-anatomical diagnostic 107 

label, resulting in everyone with the same label getting the same treatment intervention 108 

regardless of the variations within their clinical presentations. Furthermore, increasing 109 

evidence fails to show strong relationships between structural abnormalities and function,9,132-
110 

133 while often the specific anatomical structure causing the pain remains  unknown.66 These 111 

findings support the notion to evaluate a person within a multidimensional clinical reasoning 112 

approach.92 Within a multidimensional perspective, the previously proposed dynamic system 113 

theory offers routes of explanation as to how the same interactions with a task and 114 

environment can lead to highly divergent outcomes for a specific individual, which may or 115 

may not be related to pathology, pain, symptoms and function.19,54,86,139 116 

Despite the global recognition that movement in the form of physical activity and exercise 117 

can have positive consequences on general health, there is still only a limited general notion 118 

that the characteristics or “ways” a person moves impacts neuromusculoskeletal injury risk, 119 

performance and quality of life. The study of movement essential to enhance task-specific 120 

performance and prevent movement-related disorders is referred to as kinesiopathology.115 121 

The human movement system has a tremendous ability to adapt quickly to tissue loading to 122 

maintain tissue homeostasis and function.31,52,58 Within the concept of kinesiopathology, the 123 

loss of tissue homeostasis of innervated neuromusculoskeletal tissues is considered to be 124 

more important than the structural abnormalities of the tissues itself.30-31 The basic principle 125 

is that repeated and/or biomechanically less advantageous movements can lead to stresses 126 

to neuromusculoskeletal structures that exceed an individual’s tissue capacity, which can 127 
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contribute to pain, symptoms and pathology, regardless of whether the altered movement 128 

patterns may be the cause or result.30-31,113 For example, an increased internal rotation of the 129 

femur has been related to increased patellofemoral joint stress during a squatting task in 130 

persons with patellofemoral pain.63 The boundaries of an individual’s tissue capacity and pain 131 

tolerance are influenced by numerous factors including the sensitization of the nervous 132 

system, pain mechanisms, psychosocial factors, loading and injury history, diet and nutrition, 133 

sleep, endocrine and hormonal status, medication, diseases and systemic factors.41,137 The 134 

kinesiopathological approach was originally described by Sahrmann113 and leads to a 135 

redirection of a clinical examination to the identification of the movement characteristics that 136 

contribute to the development of pathological processes, instead of only focusing on the 137 

structural variations in pathological conditions.115 Diagnostic “labels” of movement 138 

characteristics are rather focused on the underlying phenomena that assist in guiding 139 

physical therapy intervention, instead of the diagnostic labels naming the pathological 140 

structure.115 141 

 142 

FROM RESEARCH TO PRACTICE 143 

In a welcome attempt to ensure clinical practice is more scientifically and empirically 144 

grounded, the role of evidence based medicine has grown significantly over the last 145 

decades.42 There is increasing consideration in the literature for the contribution of specific 146 

characteristics of altered movement variables resulting in the emergence, continuation and/or 147 

recurrence of pain and pathology, hereby supporting the kinesiopathological model. The 148 

relationship between movement and pathology is based on a combination of (i) cross-149 

sectional studies relating different movement patterns with loading of specific anatomic 150 

structures or body regions,25,74-75,96,127,140 (ii) retrospective studies showing maladaptive 151 

movement patterns in pathological populations,2,33,36-37,68,84-85,98,102,134 (iii) prospective studies 152 

showing alterations in movement patterns in those persons who sustain injuries23-24,50-
153 

51,53,62,83,88-90,99,112,120,128,136 and (iv) intervention studies showing improved clinical outcomes 154 
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and decreased injury risk with specific training programs focusing on improving movement 155 

patterns.4,29,118,129,145 Nevertheless, this complex relationship between movement and 156 

pathology is far from conclusive and only beginning to be understood in the literature.52,73 157 

However, from the clinician’s point of view, some concerns can be formulated based on the 158 

majority of study designs currently used within this evidence-based approach. One major 159 

question arising is whether group-based average results emerging from clinical trials can be 160 

translated to the individual with a highly specific clinical presentation.42 This consideration 161 

highlights problems of the interpretation of the “mean value” as it can often flatten out the 162 

individual case. Everyone moves differently and a degree of variability in movement patterns 163 

is both “normal” and regarded as an important marker of movement health.45,60 The presence 164 

of variability makes evaluating movement patterns within and between individuals 165 

challenging. However, the high degree of variability within and between individuals does not 166 

implicate that a specific movement pattern may not be clinically relevant for an individual. 167 

A general concept of an ideal or “normal” way to move probably doesn’t exist. Given the 168 

multifactorial nature and intrinsic variability of human movement behavior, a “one size fits it 169 

all” approach to its subsequent management appears unwarranted. Rather, movement may 170 

be highly idiosyncratic, diverging from any normative values yet still efficient by ensuring 171 

functional tasks are able to be performed in a sustainable manner.14 Considering pathological 172 

and non-pathological groups as two distinct homogeneous groups may therefore fail to 173 

detect individual relevant alterations in movement. Likewise, an average treatment effect, 174 

which is the primary outcome of most clinical trials, may be diluted by the inclusion of a 175 

continuum of groups of patients or individuals for whom the average treatment approach is 176 

not effective,35 hereby again hampering the transfer from research to clinical practice.  177 

Another limitation in the literature is that multifactorial pathological conditions or an 178 

individual’s functional capacity are often considered within a reductionist perspective, hereby 179 

focusing solely on very specific parts of an individual subsystem of the body (e.g. the 180 

movement system) in an attempt to explain or understand a clinical phenomenon or function 181 
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of a person as a whole.8 The individual, environmental and task-specific context of this 182 

evaluation is often neglected, which can lead to flawed clinical decision-making. Given the 183 

multidimensional nature of the human movement system, the use of multifactorial and 184 

complex models is warranted in future studies.8 185 

Furthermore, most previous studies relating movement patterns to musculoskeletal injuries 186 

have largely neglected the role of workload.142 There is emerging evidence that athletes who 187 

experience a spike in workload for which they are not prepared for (e.g. expressed as a high 188 

acute/chronic workload ratio), are at increased risk of injury.38 Moller et al78 were the first to 189 

examine the relationship between internal risk factors, workload and shoulder injury risk in a 190 

group of 679 elite youth handball players. These authors found that scapular dyskinesis and 191 

a decreased external rotational strength of the shoulder exacerbated the effect of a rapid 192 

increase in training load on shoulder injury risk. As such, a state of less optimal movement 193 

health may decrease the ability to tolerate an increase in workload before an injury occurs. 194 

These findings support the models of Windt & Gabbett142 and Nielsen et al87 where intrinsic 195 

and extrinsic risk factors are integrated with the effects of the application of workload on 196 

injury risk, hereby further reinforcing the need to use a multidimensional approach. 197 

 198 

THE ROLE OF A PHYSICAL THERAPIST 199 

According to the 2013 House of Delegates American Physical Therapy Association’s vision 200 

statement, the movement system is the core of the professional identity of physical 201 

therapists.3 The physical therapist is responsible for evaluating and managing an individual’s 202 

movement system across the lifespan to promote optimal development, diagnose 203 

impairments, activity limitations and participation restrictions and provide interventions 204 

targeted at preventing or ameliorating activity limitations and participation restrictions.3 Based 205 

on this professional identity of a physical therapist, the ability to evaluate movement is now 206 

becoming the cornerstone to customize a targeted individual plan of care, improve 207 

movement health, maximize functional capacity and reach individual goals on the short and 208 
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on the long term.3 Key to managing individual movement impairments is a thorough 209 

understanding of human movement and the ability to identify changes in movement 210 

coordination strategies with a clinical assessment, followed by a comprehensive clinical 211 

reasoning process within a multidimensional perspective.  212 

Many clinicians and researchers have proposed a variety of movement classification 213 

approaches in literature to assist the evaluation of movement health in clinical 214 

practice.14,49,91,113-114 Despite the different opinions, terminology and clinical guidelines 215 

employed, in general they support each other’s philosophies and provide different pieces of 216 

the bigger movement health puzzle.14  217 

 218 

MOVEMENT EVALUATION MODEL 219 

As outlined earlier, the assessment methods presented in the current masterclass will not 220 

focus upon the multiple factors influencing movement (Table 1) but will evaluate 221 

characteristics of the movement outcomes. Any systemized approach to the assessment of 222 

movement must be cognizant of the inherent variability evident within the human movement 223 

system.45 Indeed, acknowledging “we all move differently” presents the clinician with a 224 

challenge in evaluating an individual current state of movement health. In light of this 225 

perspective, there is then the need for clarification of the differing levels of movement 226 

variability and their interpretation. Preatoni et al105 distinguish outcome variability (the 227 

consistency in what is achieved, e.g. step length during running) from coordinative variability 228 

(the range of coordinative strategies exhibited while performing this outcome). Both types of 229 

variability can be further classified as high or low. Traditionally, high outcome variability has 230 

been viewed as undesirable, as expertise is aligned to consistency in the achievement of a 231 

movement outcome.32 However, in terms of coordinative variability, an opposite interpretation 232 

has been formulated in the literature.45 High coordinative variability can be advantageous for 233 

the performance of functional tasks such as activities of daily living, occupational and sports 234 

related skills.45 Low coordinative variability has been associated to overuse injuries, as the 235 
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same tissues are stressed in the same way or the interval between tissues being exposed to 236 

stress is diminished.45 However, too much coordinative variability may be indicative for 237 

decreased movement health as well.45 This leads to the assumption that there is a “window” 238 

of variability in which healthy individuals function.45 The decreased ability to reorganize and 239 

adapt to the changing task and environmental constraints is a growing area of interest for 240 

both researchers and clinicians.22,52,60,105,139  241 

The Movement Evaluation Model proposed within the current masterclass is considerate of 242 

individual movement variability supporting a case by case approach. We propose a 243 

distinction between the evaluation of a spontaneous observed movement pattern (preferred 244 

or natural movement behavior) and cognitive movement control evaluation, based on a 245 

combination of a thorough consideration of current scientific literature on human movement 246 

control, clinical experience and comprehensive clinical reasoning processes. 247 

 248 

Preferred or “natural” movement evaluation 249 

During the preferred or “natural” movement evaluation, tasks such as running, jumping, 250 

squatting, sit-to-stand, one-leg stance, throwing or other activity- or sport-specific movements 251 

can be performed without any prior specific instruction how exactly to perform the task in 252 

terms of quality of movement. For example, during a drop vertical jump, an athlete is 253 

instructed to drop off a box and jump up as high as possible in a vertical direction after the 254 

first landing (Figure 2). No further instructions are provided. The preferred or natural way to 255 

perform the jump-landing task is measured or observed. These tasks are generally thought 256 

to possess a high correlation to the activities and joint loading encountered during daily living 257 

or sport activities and are therefore often argued to be functional tests.95 The basic premise 258 

of this form of evaluation is to have an indication on the movement and joint loading patterns 259 

of a person which will interact with the workload and the structure-specific load capacity to 260 

produce a structure-specific cumulative load.87 261 
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Biomechanical studies have evaluated the effects of forces acting on or being produced by 262 

the body during these “functional” movements through measurement techniques such as 263 

kinematic and kinetic analyses which may vary according to the specific research 264 

question.110,143 Kinematic analyses are used to describe the details of human movement, but 265 

are not concerned with the forces that cause the movement.143 The kinematic outcomes can 266 

include linear and angular displacements, velocities or accelerations.143 Different devices 267 

exist to measure human body kinematics, including video analysis and opto-electronic 268 

systems.123 Kinetic analyses study the forces that cause the movement, including both 269 

internal and external forces.123 Internal forces come from structures within the body, such as 270 

muscle activity or ligaments. External forces come from the ground or external loads such as 271 

gravity.123 Ground reaction forces and kinematics are often measured synchronously to 272 

calculate the joint moments from equations that consider the segments of the limb, the joint 273 

position, and the location, magnitude and direction of the ground reaction forces.124 274 

From a historical point of view, these movement assessments have mainly focused on 275 

isolated single-planar evaluation of one joint (e.g. knee flexion), or one body region (e.g. 276 

flexion-extension of the low back). This local approach was mostly directed towards 277 

evaluating the painful or pathological joint or body region in persons with pain or pathology. 278 

However, it is increasingly recognized that the human body functions as an integrated series 279 

of highly interacting multiple segments across multiple planes within a “kinetic chain”.25-
280 

26,59,76,104 The term “kinetic chain” originates from an engineering background in the 19th 281 

century and refers to a conceptual framework where the body is considered as a linked 282 

system of interdependent segments to achieve the desired movement in an efficient 283 

manner.57,76,106 Each segment in a linked system influences the motions of its adjacent 284 

segments in a way that is dependent on how the segment is moving and how the segment is 285 

oriented relative to its adjacent segments.106 The application of an external force causes 286 

each segment to receive and transfer force to the adjacent segment, generating a chain 287 

reaction.57 As such, the term kinetic chain is used to describe both kinematic and kinetic 288 
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linkages.59 Based on this kinetic chain concept, repetitive overloading of specific tissues or 289 

even a specific acute peripheral joint injury is often the end result of a combination of 290 

individual-specific interactions of movements in different planes at different points within the 291 

kinetic chain. Focusing only on one particular segment may lead to underestimations of the 292 

relevance of movement impairments for an individual. Multi-segmental and multi-planar 293 

movement assessment approaches are therefore probably more representative of real-life 294 

situations. 295 

A limitation of the currently used biomechanical evaluation approach is that most scientific 296 

information is based on measurements performed in laboratory settings. Despite the fact that 297 

the information coming from complex laboratory settings is highly valuable to increase our 298 

knowledge on the value of movement, these methodologies have two main limitations. First, 299 

the measurements used are often hard to apply in clinical settings where the same laboratory 300 

equipment is not available. In this perspective, the development of reliable and valid clinical-301 

oriented methodologies such as two-dimensional video analysis24,28 and clinical observation 302 

scales17,34,97,138 is promising. The technological development of “wearables” offers now a 303 

tremendous opportunity to bring the lab to the field and measure movement in real-life 304 

environments. This might offer a potential solution for the second limitation, where one may 305 

question whether the findings coming from highly controlled laboratory and clinical 306 

environments are truly representative for the real-life environments,22 hereby acknowledging 307 

the importance of the environmental and task constraints within the dynamic system 308 

theory.19,54,86,139 For example, trunk and lower limb mechanics can be significant different 309 

during unplanned athletic activities compared to planned activities.10 This might be 310 

particularly relevant for athletes who are confronted with quick and unplanned movements 311 

during sport-specific activities, based on increased temporal and visuospatial environmental 312 

constraints (e.g. reacting on a sudden action of another player, or movement of a ball).  313 

Human movement variability is inherent and essential during preferred movement, and as a 314 

consequence also during the evaluation of preferred biomechanics. No repetition will exactly 315 
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be the same than the previous one. As a consequence, clinicians are advised not to make 316 

clinical interpretations based on a single repetition of a certain task. However, the exact 317 

number of repetitions needed to have an appropriate outcome measure is not straightforward 318 

and dependent on the activity, the subject and the variable under investigation.105 To be able 319 

to interpret this variability between different repetitions of a given task of the same individual, 320 

the environment should be taken into account. Too much coordinative variability between 321 

consecutive repetitions within a consistent environment (e.g. running on a flat surface) may 322 

indicate a less optimal cooperation between the different components of the dynamic system 323 

theory, resulting in less efficient movement.46,60 For example, Pollard et al103 showed that 324 

female athletes with an anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction who returned to full sport 325 

participation had an increased coordinative variability during a side-stepping task compared 326 

to non-injured controls. On the other hand, when the environment is less consistent or 327 

predictable (e.g. running on a surface with obstacles or catching a ball), it is imperative that 328 

the movement strategies are adapted to the environment. Several studies have shown 329 

across different populations that persons with pain, (previous) injury or older age have a 330 

decreased ability to adapt their movement coordinative strategies according to changing 331 

environmental and/or task constraints.11,44,52,139 The alterations across both ends of the 332 

spectrum of movement coordinative variability may lead to a reduction in the number of 333 

movement strategies available for an individual to efficiently responding to specific tasks or 334 

environments.39 A graphical summary of the relationship between the variability of 335 

coordination strategies during preferred movements during a given task and the 336 

environmental constraints is presented in Figure 3, hereby emphasizing the role of the 337 

previously mentioned more advantageous window of variability in movement coordination 338 

strategies.  339 

Different methods have been proposed to estimate coordinative variability of kinematic or 340 

kinetic outcomes during preferred movement evaluations. The use of non-parametric 341 

estimators of spread (e.g. interquartile range or median absolute deviation) are advised when 342 
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evaluating discrete outcomes (e.g. peak hip adduction).105 Discrete outcomes are easier to 343 

evaluate in daily clinical practice, but one should be aware that this approach might provide 344 

only a limited insight in the coordinative variability across the whole movement cycle.105 345 

Irrespective of which methodology is used during evaluation, the clinical interpretation in 346 

function of the individual person within a multidimensional context remains essential.22 Based 347 

on this clinical interpretation, a certain preferred movement pattern can then be considered 348 

as biomechanically more or less advantageous for a particular person at a particular point in 349 

time. 350 

 351 

Cognitive movement control evaluation 352 

Cognitive movement control assessment evaluates an individual’s ability to cognitively 353 

coordinate movement at a specific joint or region (site) in a particular plane of movement 354 

(direction), under low and high threshold loading often during multi-joint tests within 355 

functionally orientated tasks.14,77,79 These tests have been employed with a focus on different 356 

body regions such as the shoulder,107 cervical spine,100,122 lumbo-pelvic complex,67-69 hip61 357 

and lower extremity77 within a range of populations including non-injured athletes,94,112 358 

persons with pain,16,61,68-69 and persons with a history of pain.79 Described in detail 359 

elsewhere14,67,77,80 these tests have demonstrated good to excellent inter- and intra-rater 360 

reliability.61,67,77,100,107,122 361 

During function, whilst it is rare for movement to be either eliminated at one joint system 362 

while moving at another, or to move in one plane only, the ability to consciously coordinate 363 

the body’s degrees of freedom in this manner can be used as test of movement control. This 364 

protocol can be seen to identify the presence of uncontrolled movement, defined as “an 365 

inability to cognitively control movement at a specific site and direction while moving 366 

elsewhere to benchmark standards” and can be representative of a loss of choice in 367 

coordinative strategies.14 These cognitive movement control tests possess both a clearly 368 

defined starting alignment and end position, representing benchmarks which must be 369 
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consistently achieved at both the initiation and completion of each test’s performance. During 370 

the test, the movement coordination strategy employed to achieve these benchmarks are 371 

both observed and evaluated.80 A person is asked to consciously attempt to prevent any 372 

observed uncontrolled movement. This questioning of the ability to vary the test’s 373 

performance introduces a cognitive element to the testing, informing upon the individual’s 374 

movement coordinative variability capacity. 375 

For example, during the double knee swing test, the start position is a small knee bend. The 376 

person is asked to maintain a neutral lumbo-pelvic position and to swing both knees in 377 

tandem from side to side, allowing the feet to roll into supination and pronation but keep all 378 

metatarsal heads on the floor (Figure 4).71 The benchmark dictates that the knees have to 379 

reach 20° to each side from the midline. The ability to control the pelvis to during this test 380 

demonstrates efficient cognitive movement control at this site (pelvis) and direction (rotation). 381 

If other coordination strategies are observed (e.g. rotation of the pelvis to the left or right) 382 

during this cognitive movement control test, this demonstrates inefficient cognitive movement 383 

control at this site and direction. 384 

Arguably the more coordinative strategies an individual can display to achieve a movement 385 

outcome the greater the possession in the choice of movement, a key element in movement 386 

health. Failing a movement control test demonstrates loss of choice on how the movement 387 

outcome is achieved. We consider this as inefficient cognitive movement control and a 388 

compromised state of movement health. This loss of choice/uncontrolled movement 389 

(inefficiency) is evident as an inability to achieve the benchmarks of cognitive movement 390 

control testing and can be labeled with the site, direction and the threshold of muscle 391 

recruitment at which they manifest.80 Testing with respect to the threshold of motor unit 392 

recruitment is suggested to reveal the movement “choices” consistently employed during 393 

postural and non-fatiguing tasks (low threshold recruitment) and those in which fatiguing load 394 

and speed are present (high threshold recruitment). As these different loading/intensity 395 

environments are influenced by different physiological mechanisms, testing is suggested to 396 
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inform on loss of movement choices and the presence of low movement coordinative 397 

variability across a spectrum of tasks. The ability to pass a battery of cognitive movement 398 

control tests in all planes of movement illustrates a desirable wealth of choice in movement 399 

options (high movement coordinative variability).  400 
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Interpretation and implication of the Movement Evaluation Model 401 

The proposed Movement Evaluation Model blends the analysis of the preferred (or natural) 402 

movement strategy (more or less biomechanically advantageous) with cognitive movement 403 

control evaluation (efficient or inefficient) in our clinical journey to understand and interpret 404 

the influence of multiple constraints and their interactions impacting movement health (Table 405 

2). The purpose of the integration of the distinct characteristics of the two assessment 406 

methods within this model is not to provide a concept to predict injuries, but to present a 407 

multidimensional approach to assist the identification of movement control strategies to 408 

assess movement health from a clinical perspective. Based on the classification within our 409 

framework (group A, B, C or D), an appropriate combination and sequencing of movement 410 

control retraining and functional performance retraining can be developed (Table 3). We 411 

acknowledge that this classification is a basic framework to support clinical reasoning within 412 

a person-centered approach, and again, emphasize that movement should be interpreted 413 

within a broad and multidimensional perspective. Since this is the first time this framework is 414 

presented, future studies should further evaluate its clinical validity. We hypothesize that 415 

clinical outcomes can be improved when interventions are targeted to the specific individual 416 

presentation. In addition, future studies should further explore and refine the approaches to 417 

optimize motor learning.7,146 418 

 419 

CONCLUSION 420 

In this masterclass we have provided an overview of the role of movement health and 421 

contemporary approaches to evaluate movement. The Movement Evaluation Model focuses 422 

on the measurable movement outcome of resultants on numerous interactions of individual, 423 

environmental and task constraints. The model uses tests of preferred movement 424 

biomechanics and a battery of cognitive movement control tests to assist clinical judgement 425 

as to how to best improve movement health across an individual lifespan. The proposed 426 

content of the current masterclass may help to interpret clinical findings from movement 427 
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assessment, guide treatment, facilitate communication between and within clinicians and 428 

researchers and promote a modern kinesiopathological approach within a multidimensional 429 

perspective whereby clinical reasoning skills of a physical therapist are essential. 430 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

 

Figure 1:  

Human movement is influenced by an interaction of the task, individual and environment 

(dynamic system theory) (adapted from Holt et al44). 

 

Figure 2: 

An example of two different persons (A-B) performing the single-leg drop vertical jump. 

 

Figure 3: 

The relationship between coordinative variability during preferred movement (x-axis) and the 

variability in the environment (y-axis). The green circle in the middle reflects a more 

advantageous zone of movement coordinative variability. Both too high and too low 

coordinative variability might be less advantageous, especially during respectively consistent 

and less consistent environments. 

 

Figure 4:  

Double knee swing to the right (A) and left (B). 
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Table 1. Examples of factors potentially influencing the individual, task and 

environment in relation to human movement health. 

Individual Gender101,124 

Age, maturation101,124  

Activity / sport level13 

Anthropometrics5 

Anatomical, morphological125 

Injury history40  

Movement history (e.g. previous experiences, practice, training, sport)131 

Pain52  

Mobility, flexibility64  

Sensorimotor factors (e.g. acquisition of sensory information, neural transmission, 
central nervous system processing, integration and plasticity, muscle activity, 
muscle activation timing, inter- and intramuscular coordination, muscle strength)44  

Fatigue117 

Psychological (e.g. beliefs, emotions, expectations, fear of movement, anxiety, 
motivation)20 

Visual-perceptual skills44 

Neurocognitive factors (e.g. reaction time, processing speed, pattern recognition, 
decision making)48 

Systemic or other physiological systems (e.g. cardiovascular, respiratory)56 

Task Activity performed (e.g. running, walking, jumping, swimming, throwing, sitting)141 

Task constraint  (e.g. direction of movement, time restraints, sports rules)119,135 

Environment Base of support1,27 

Surface121  

Obstacles12 

Footwear126 

Protective equipment (e.g. bracing, taping)21,70 

School, work, society55  

Public facilities (e.g. transport, sport facilities)55,65  

Significant others (e.g. parents, friends, trainers, team mates, opponents, 
colleagues)10 
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Table 2. A framework presenting 4 different groups, based on the performance 

on both the preferred movement and cognitive movement control evaluation. 

 

 

  Preferred movement evaluation  
(“natural” functional movement biomechanics) 
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Table 3: Description of the Movement Evaluation M odel with interpretations and recommendations.  
Group A: More advantageous  biomechanics & effic ient  cognitive movement control  Group B: Less  advantageous  biomechanics & efficient  cognitive movement control  

Description:  This group demonstrates more advantageous preferred movement strategies and 
pass a battery of movement control tests. They display an ability to rapidly learn and reproduce 
technique skills. Technique correction with coaching is easily achieved and integrated into more 
complex movement skills. 
 
Interpretation:  

• Ability to optimize advantageous biomechanics with movement training – effective  
• Potential to improve “technique” with coaching – high potential   
• Performance deficiency or functional impairment – minimal impairment  
• Potential to optimize performance – high potential  
• Potential to enhance robustness with structured loading – high potential 
• Likelihood to exceed intrinsic tissue tolerance with overload training – low  
 

Recommendation: This group can prioritize skill and technique development with functional 

training strategies. 

Description:  This group demonstrates less advantageous preferred movement strategies but 
pass a battery of movement control tests. They possess movement control choices to vary 
performance and can quickly improve function and performance by employing movement 
strategies during training and skill optimization. Variability in movement control options allows 
effective progressions in coaching and skill development training. 
 
Interpretation:  

• Ability to improve less advantageous biomechanics with movement training – 
reasonably effective  

• Potential to improve “technique” with coaching – moderate potential  
• Performance deficiency or functional impairment – moderate impairment  
• Potential to optimize performance – moderate potential  
• Potential to enhance robustness with structured loading – moderate potential  
• Likelihood to exceed intrinsic tissue tolerance with overload training – moderate  

 
Recommendation:  This group should prioritize biomechanical optimization and skill 
development with training. However, functional training should progress in structured and 
controlled progressions with an emphasis on technique and performance skills optimization. 

Group C: More advantageous  biomechanics & ineffic ient  cognitive movement control  Group D: Less  advantageous  biomechanics & ineffic ient  cognitive movement control  

Description:  This group demonstrates more advantageous preferred movement strategies but 
fail a battery of movement control tests. The advantageous habitual movement strategies are 
typically present in a limited set of functional tasks and skills and/or only in one plane of 
movement (e.g. sagittal plane). Inefficient control of specific movements indicates reduced 
variability of movement control options, which has implications for reduced robustness of 
tissues under load and potential to exceed tissue tolerance. They have problems controlling 
movement during a variety of tasks, multidirectional challenges in sport or when their attention 
is focused elsewhere. Inefficient control of specific movements may impact on the ability for 
technical or performance skill training to develop effectively and to progress quickly. 
 
Interpretation:  

• Ability to optimize advantageous biomechanics with functional movement training – 
effective  

• Potential to improve “technique” with coaching – moderate potential  
• Performance deficiency or functional impairment – minimal impairment  
• Potential to optimize performance – moderate potential  
• Potential to enhance robustness with structured loading – low potential  
• Likelihood to exceed intrinsic tissue tolerance with overload training – moderate  

 
Recommendation : This group would benefit from cognitive movement control training to 
optimize recruitment synergies to “fast track” skill development with functional training. 

Description:  This group demonstrates less advantageous preferred movement strategies and 
fail a battery of movement control tests. They will struggle to optimize biomechanics in 
functional activities or performance skills with functional training only. Inefficient movement 
control and reduced variability of movement options impairs the ability to improve technical 
skills and alter less advantageous biomechanics. This group is more likely to significantly 
increase tissue loading and exceed tissue tolerance with repetitive or overloaded movements in 
functional activities and sport. 
 
Interpretation:  

• Ability to improve less advantageous biomechanics with functional movement training 
alone – ineffective   

• Potential to improve “technique” with coaching – limited potential  
• Performance deficiency or functional impairment – significant impairment  
• Potential to optimize performance – limited potential  
• Potential to enhance robustness with structured loading  – low potential  
• Likelihood to exceed intrinsic tissue tolerance with overload training – high  

 
Recommendation : This group would benefit from cognitive movement control training to 
improve ability to control the site and direction of uncontrolled movement prior to skill 
development. By training movement control a more optimal degree of movement variability can 
be established. This will enhance robustness and accelerate the ability to show improvements 
in functional activities and performance skill retraining. 
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